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Computer engineering Department in A.Y.Dadabhai Technical Institute, Kosamba 

has arranged an expert lecture on android for final year students on 1st April 2015.As 

per the Curriculum in Diploma in Computer Engineering , students have to study 

basics of android in subject named Mobile Computing & application 

development. A.Y. Dadabhai Technical Institute is very much concerned about the 

Professional Development of Each Student. Computer Engineering Department also 

takes regular steps to fulfill the Institute’s vision and as well as Department’s own 

vision. To pursue this vision Computer engineering Department organizes various 

Quiz Competition and Expert Lecture for Computer engineering Students.  

Mr.Mayank Abiyani [Sr.Software Developer] from Invision Software Solution, 

Ahmedabad has shared his Experience on Latest trends in Android. He had spent 

whole day for the Expert seminar. 

Now a day’s android is popular among all the Mankind in whole world. Android is 

the mobile technology which had reached to almost every human being. The Huge 

number of application have made things easier and faster. Now a Days Wearable 

Technology is also come to existence. Moreover that Android is open source 

technology so it eliminates the cost of licensing. Hence It Enables the Developers to 

develop the android app freely. Therefore Computer Department has arranged 

Expert Lecture on android which will be very much helpful to the Students in their 

future career. Mr.Mayank Abiyani has illustrated the several aspects of android 

which are not covered in the syllabus of subject, which is offered to the students. 

The Expert Lecture was very helpful to the Students. As they are able to know the 

things to which they are unknown till this date. Students has also develop and tested 

the various application on their own. Students are able to explore the SMS Gateway 

related application, Email Related Application as well as Database Operation related 

application. At the End Students exaggerates their gratitude for the Expert Lecture 

planned by the Computer Department of the Institute. 

 



Glimpse of the Expert Lecture: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


